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About This Game

"This game is literally my life on a day to day basis" - Every guy with a mustache ever

When humanity loses the last good thing it's got—the manliness of mustaches—one man steps in to save the day. Play as the
mustachiest of mustachios in this roguelike action platformer filled with flying eyeballs, huge guns, guts spilling out on the

floor and mustaches. Lots of mustaches.

FEATURES

Kick ass for hours and hours on end with randomly generated stages

Leap over your enemies with dynamic action platforming

Demolish the bad guys with unlockable guns almost as big as your enormous mustache

Collect power-ups and upgrade your character (mostly his mustache) as you progress

Take down bosses hell-bent on shaving off every last hair on your face

To request a press or YouTuber/streamer copy, click here!
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Title: Rogue Stache
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
WubsGames
Publisher:
WubsGames, BlackShellMedia
Release Date: 23 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Can't recommend this if you don't have VR. Instead of enjoying the game, you'll be wrestling with the horrible control scheme
to perform even the simplest of tasks (like moving through a corridor) and if you have motion sickness then have a barf bag
ready b/c you'll be projectile vomiting after about 5 minutes. The game otherwise looks really good and seems like it could be a
lot of fun but, once again, I wouldn't buy it unless you can play it in VR.. Hellish difficulty, lovely graphics and sound, robust
gameplay, beautiful level design. This Locomalito is a genius.. Warp is actually a decently fun game with unique mechanics
which I enjoyed (most of, apart from some pretty tedious boss design, to the point that I never bothered beating the final boss).
My issue comes from the EA\/Origin requirements to log in to their servers: you can play the game without doing so, but there's
a total firewall between online and offline saves to the point where progress made in one can't be accessed at all in the other.
This gave me issues a few times requiring me to restart the game.. Bad and boring.. It was okay.. 8/10

Fun stat management game with simple 2 choice gameplay.. made me want to buy csgo
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Gives me diarrhea, therefore it keeps my flesh tunnel clean and makes sure there's no chunks lodged in there for discomfort.

7\/10. You see for how long I played this game?
Yup, that's how long it is, and I even read all the stuff they say. And actually decided well. The ending is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t and it's
just so ♥♥♥♥ing short that if I actually had spent any real money on this (got this in a bundle that I bought because of
something else), I would be really ♥♥♥♥ing♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥

1/10 and that one point is for the interesting concept of a story where you decide who dies. Nothing else deserves any praise
whatsoever though and you should stay as far away from this as possible. Don't spend a penny on this.. Probably the best game
you can get for 1 currency. My specs: Aero GTX 1070/16 Gigs of RAM/FX 8320 OC'd to 4Ghz
HTC VIVE

This game looks very good. A good comparison of the graphics would be HordeZ or Onward but probably better. Everything
was very clear and that is rare in VR games right now. What I have tried seems fine and feels comfortable. There is a bit of a
learning curve for unseasoned FPS noobs like myself. Use of the guns are very realistic and grenades are pretty easy to use/toss.
Interaction with your teammates is very immersive. You can share items and reload your team mates gun if the need is there.
There is trackpad movement for locomotion in a unique way but look at the video below for more. It does have sliding track pad
movement too but only in the forward and reverse with head steering. I did not expereince any VR sickness at all. But there
should be various locomotion options that can work in these FPS so more people can enjoy these fun games. And people have to
stop demanding that these games only have one mode of operation if they want these games to have a good large community.
That will mean that players may be walking slower so sprint teleporters have the same advantage or visa/versa. But this is just
how I think. I don't believe in exclusivity. Overall, I would say this game has great potential as a shooter in Virtual Reality and
already was very satisfying just testing out the weapons and interaction. Onward, which is the popular shooter right now, is not
the end all of VR FPS games nor did it do everything first. Protonwar has great locomotion and no one has even mentioned that
although it was stated that the Protonwar method would not work in VW because of the need to use the left controller to
stabalize the rifles if need be. The attention to detail in this game is amzaing.Things work as if you were doing it in real life. The
gun models also look like real guns. If you love these kinds of VR shooter simulators then you should very well love to support
this game to help move development along and grow the community in Virtual Warfighter. My review is based on my
experience in the video so I have been there.

A newer edited video (to cut down length) below of Morten giving me the run down in the game. Enjoy:

https://youtu.be/n77-QyInz7M. FIVE: Guardians of David is an isometric action RPG based on the Biblical stories of David’s
life starting from a young giant killer’s perspective to an influential leader. The story of David is at the center of attention right
from the start, most of it depicted through comic-book style cut-scenes between the missions and the rest through scarce
dialogue encounters in the game.

Most of the time when you actually bother to pay attention to what the game has to say you get the impression that you are
listening to some kind of a weird Biblical teaching device. Characters are paradoxically soulless, and despite being some of the
most important Biblical figures, they have no personality whatsoever. Representation of that storyline onto the battlefield is even
worse. Missions you venture through will give you absolutely no sense of accomplishment as you literary won’t die. Even if you
do, you will simply take control of some other character from your party of five. Atop of that almost every single mission
objective in the game is a boring fetch quest where you must either destroy, collect, grab or pull something, killing hundreds
along the way.

The player controls a party up to a 5 class-based characters: ranged weapon users, spear wielders, sword and shield fighters.
There is plenty of space for quite a number of collectible gear and weapons on the shoulders of five men you control, which
unfortunately makes no difference due to the fact that such a casual combat doesn’t require you to even bother with comparing
or even collecting new gear. You slice through hordes of enemies like knife through butter any give weapon.

There is no deapth or high quality here, not by any means a Diablo–style action RPG clone. FIVE: Guardians of David is simply
a below average game for a below average player. On the other side FIVE being a “Bible Game,” doesn’t bring much of anything
to the table other than slaying people by thousands, while promoting some kind of twisted morality through the comic-book
cutscenes. Levels are entirely linear and narrow corridors, with some kind of and open space usually associated to a boss battle
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(which you can’t lose, as you respawn over and over again). Leveling-up is done collectively by group and new abilities are auto-
assigned by the game, though these can be modified.

I really cannot reccommend FIVE to anyone. Fans of action RPGs have literally dozens of better games to choose from. Price
of 22,99$ is ridiculous for the content you get. Aside from the novelty of the Biblical theme and story, FIVE‘s gameplay ignores
a lot of what has been a standard in the genre for quite some time. Such important gameplay aspects as strategic groups, tactics
and propper character development are nowhere to be found here. With its bleek heroes and dumb enemies FIVE: Guardians of
David is something not worth your time or money.

Disclaimer: Key was provided by developer for testing the game and for review purposes only

FULL REVIEW[pcgamesnnews.wordpress.com]. quot;Floating point division by zero." error message occurs when minimized.
Nobody has tested this application by minimizing it to get the trading cards, it's only purpose.. Review Excerpt:
"The game does allow for both Keyboard and mouse or controller to be used and for these types of games I actually recommend
using the controller if you have one as it DOES help make the play experience feel a little smoother. Aside from that the
controls and basic combat are serviceable, but slightly flawed and honestly could use a little polish.. which to be honest I think is
noticeable in just about every aspect of the game. It\u2019s as if the Developers stopped JUST SHY of creating something truly
epic and it\u2019s a bit of a shame. The resource gathering, questing, and market systems are pretty run of the mill for games of
this type but aren\u2019t badly done. Quests can be received from multiple characters, each with their own little personality
which shows that there WAS thought put into this game and it\u2019s NOT just some kind of asset flip."

This game is decent, but is on the cusp of being something great. If the Devs polish it just a bit more then there is every
potential for a top quality game here. As is, I can still recommend the game at it\\'s current price point, but only just.

See my full Critique here:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/fUjhyFjyrGM

Patch 143: Evo mode, miscellaneous:
- Added filter buttons to the techlab screen.
- Made evolution intro and ship evolution screens a bit more understandable.
- You can now export single evo ships.
- Endless mode map size now depends on the ship number.
- Changed the way flying modules look.
- Fixed a bug in the mouse press handling on the galaxy map.
- The default dir for Linux is now ~/.config/BossConstructor. Move your folder there if you like.

I'll be away for a few days beginning this Thursday. Development will resume afterwards.. Version 1.0.3:
Today we've released another patch. This patch addresses the following:

- Changed cosmetics in Red Realm
- Changed cosmetics in Rainbow Realm
- Completing Black Challenge now properly unlocks the achievement
- Boss Rush Valor background music now properly speeds up when his hp falls below 50%
- Boss Rush Honor background music now properly speeds up when his hp falls below 50%

We hope that you've all been enjoying the game so far.. Steam Sale! Celebrating the release of The Crooked Man!:
Today we have released "The Crooked Man" developed by Uri Games, the first installment in "The Strange Man" series.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/736570/The_Crooked_Man/

We are also planning to release the other titles in this series.

To celebrate the launch of this title, we have set some fantastic 2D pixel games from Playism on sale! So please enjoy them all
together.
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http://store.steampowered.com/app/524850/Alicemare/

In addition, we would like to introduce the impressions from Miwashiba, the developer of Alicemare, about The Strange Man
series.

The Strange Man series offers up gripping horror vignettes of the highest caliber — among a gauntlet of other emotions,
besides.
Horror games make me squeamish—I had to play this game from behind a pillow—but I was captivated into pushing
through by the intriguing story and characters. I found myself caught in an endless cycle of wanting to move on, and
being too afraid to do so.
I want for everyone to uncover what lies within for themselves; if you are in any way inclined, I urge you to play the
series front to finish. Give the Strange Man series a chance to get its hook into you.

We hope you enjoy it!. New version 0.819!:
-MAJOR PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS!!
-Music volume slider now affects all music( including main menu and final stage )
-Kicks are more responsive
-Graphical improvements
-Increased enemy rider variety
-Improved force feedback on gamepads
-fixed error where wooden weapons weren't having proper helmet collisions
-Fixed messed up texture on damaged swat cop
-C4 countdown is now more visible. Lokey plays Co-op!:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mRtpCmn_ga8&t=2s

Watch Lokey and Bulltramaxx take on co-op mode in this hilarious video.

LANGUAGE WARNING: These guys have potty mouths.. New update coming soon!:

We're back!
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